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I taught for 15 years in England.

• All exams, in any subjects, are standardised, like Invalsi.

• In Languages (and other subjects) GCSE and A-Level (AS+A2) are the standard
exams used to evaluate students in the last three years of their studies.

• I am not from Invalsi. 



Invalsi and A-level.



Similarities and differences.

Edexcel graphics are even more similar.

• The reason behind a standardised exam is to have a level playing field, where
all students are taught the same content for the same exam and can be
evaluated equally on the same material.

• Extra time is also granted to SEN students, although issues here!

• The differences lie in the absence of consideration for the background of the
student in the UK.

• No Family questionnaire, no knowledge of background. Students are given a 
target grade in Year 12 (roughly 4 superiore) and have to hit it.



Ideal situations for success.



Ideal situations for success.





So, how can we teach for the Invalsi and use other 
standard exams to help preparing for it?



Ideal situations for success.





B1 Preliminary and Invalsi



B1 Preliminary and Invalsi
How can we embed this kind of expressions, verbs, items of vocabulary in 
a lesson?

• Ask students to prepare a sentence for each of them, put them together
in a „bank“ and share them with the rest of the class to be translated.

• Ask students to find synonims for those expressions AND opposites
(very useful in the rest of the exam).

• Turn the exercise in a gap fill for a future lesson to check that they have
acquired their meaning and can remember it.
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B1 Preliminary and Invalsi
What are the issues with this kind of listening practice?

• Students tend to choose the first option that they hear or recognise.

• Most of the time two, or even all three, of the items in the picture, are
mentioned.

• Students do not read the question properly or misinterpret it.

What can we do to help students then?

• Technique!

• Teach them opposites and synonims.

• Teach them negative structures and how to express possibility.



B1 Preliminary and Invalsi



B1 Preliminary and Invalsi



FCE and Invalsi : Gap-fills.

We can use texts from exams or, even better, take some of our own
choice.

• Ask pupils to work (in pairs or groups if suitable) on possible solution, 
with no options.

• Ask pupils to consider the grammatical implications for the gap, 
considering what comes before or after the gap itself.

• Are there any phrasal verbs, expressions built around prepositions?

• Go through the text using some options, translating!

• Similar approach can be used with «Sentence of two halves».
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FCE and Invalsi : Literary Text.
Can you prepare for them?

No!

…….or maybe YES!

• Common characteristics to be found in texts and type of questions.

• High level English

• Idioms

• Paragraph by paragraph

• Main ideas
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FCE and Invalsi : Listening multiple choice.
Listening is a skill that needs training.

The exam tests listening skills, but in typical „standard exam“ style, tries
and tricks students.

Multiple choices are sometimes very similar, or written to confuse students
on purpose.

What can we do?

The Devil is in the detail!
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FCE and Invalsi : Who says what?
Trick or treat?

Students hear a word that sounds the same or similar and they tick!

Can we guess before? Can we work on an exercise? Yes, but no 
guarantee!

Paraphrasing.



FCE and Invalsi : Who says what?
Take each sentence and get pupils to say what each sentence means and 
to write or say synonymous sentences. 

Another option is to let each student pick a sentence (or have it given by 
teacher) do the above and then say it to the class who have to guess 
which one it is

Vital for listening as the script won’t be exactly the same as the sentences.



Conclusion

Scared?
Worried?

Confident?
Any questions?


